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About This Content

Naval Action - Painter DLC
Painter DLC is a consumable premium item that will give you access to ship paints.

The obscure flemish painter had unfortunately won the duel over the matter of horses. Long story short - he is now in hiding in
the Bahamas. He still thinks he can pay off his court debts and is collecting funds to do so. He is ready to paint certain ships in

your docks for an advance fee, once a day.

Total number of paints available: 49 paint schemes for 12 commonly used ships.
Painter can create 1 paint per day.

New paints, if created, will be added to the selection free of charge.

How to activate

The Painter DLC will be added to your Steam account on purchase

Paints will be available from the port interface, Click [R] to access DLC content

Click a painter DLC button; select the ship and paint you would like to receive in the drop down menu.

Paint will drop into your warehouse or ship hold.
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Drag and drop the received paint to the ship paint slot in equipment window (click [E] to access it)

Ship list (12 ships currently)

BellePoule - 5

Bellona - 5

Bucentaure - 2

Cerberus - 4

Essex - 5

Niagara - 2

Pavel - 3

Renommee - 2

Santisima - 7

Trincomalee - 6

USS United States - 3

Victory - 5

GL reserves the right to change the DLC by adding or removing some paints during early access. After early access paints are
only going to be added to this DLC.
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Title: Naval Action - Painter
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Game-Labs
Publisher:
Game-Labs
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64 bit Windows 7 and above

Processor: Intel Core i5-4570 3.2 GHz or AMD Phenom(tm) II X4 B60 3.3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 1GB or AMD Radeon HD 6850 1GB (must support shader 5 model)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 32bit OS versions is not supported

English
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naval action painter dlc. naval action painter

Incredible game. It has amazingly vast landscapes that are so beautiful and makes wandering around very enjoyable. The
painting aspect of the game is very enjoyable and the paintings resemble their captures exactly, which is accurate, because
during the game it is learned that the protagonist's painting style is realism. Even though it is unknown of the type of folk the
protagonist is, you interact with bearfolk, owlfolk, deerfolk, and many others. These characters mainly give you fetch quests,
which do get boring and repetitive after a while, but usually reward in getting to go to new areas with new sights, which is worth
it in my opinion. The game throws you many hours of quests so it takes many hours to complete them all. Traveling places is
very slow, but there is a fast travel option and if you get the bicycle it is awesome!!! As for the graphics, they are very detailed
and immersive and the lighting is incredible. The only downside is that the game was developed with the Unity game engine,
which has trouble scaling all of the details in some of it's vast scenes. I have a 1080 Ti and still get some frame drops, which gets
annoying at times but the frames are usually fairly steady. I really enjoyed the music, especially the song played in Nava, and it
gets stuck in your head very easily.

This game is not for everyone though. If you think you have lots of patience and find yourself appreciating games with amazing
graphics, and love the exploration aspect in games, I'd say this game is for you!. Interesting game that is different to chess. It
needs to be made more accessible for non-chinese speakers. By this I mean there need to be graphical board pieces eg an
elephant instead of a Chinese symbol for an elephant. This will make it easier for people not familiar with the game to play and
would look cool too.. I'm a fan of D&D and I gave this new game a try last night. I really enjoy it and I'll play again for sure :)
The only suggestion: The encounter phase is intense. It makes it very difficult even in normal mode. But overall, I recommend
it!. This is a dreadful product. It doesn't run.

Steam seem to think that it's the buyer's job to fix products that are broken out of the box and so will not refund the purchase
price.

This game shouldn't be on sale!. This game is a ton of fun.
It's set in a gameshow in the future where you play as a contestent (one of 6 classes --> Sniper, Support, Tank, Gunner, Assault,
Assassin). There are 2 modes crossfire (PvP) and Blitz (Co-op). Crossfire is the mode that I play the most. Basically it's a 6 on 6
arena where your goal is to get your team's bots past the enemy's turrets in order to take down their moneyball. Once the
moneyball's shields are down, you can attack it. Lots of strategy is involved though due to the varying skills that each of the
classes come armed with. You'll need to take out enemy players, enemy bots and enemy turrets before you can get your bots in.
There are environmental hazards you can use to your advantage, you can upgrade yourself in-game, you can buy/upgrade turrets,
and you can even purchase additional bots to come help you out.

I highly recommend this game, but do be forewarned that the player-base is currently pretty small.
10/10. Me and the chick love this game.....

I love the movie, so naturally im down for a watchman themed♥♥♥♥♥kicker.

Was really impressed for the price....Its like batman combat, but not really...

Great fun and a must buy for 5 bucks. Cool puzzle game about zombieeeeeeeeeeeeees!
This game is a little bit different from the other pixel puzzles from the same company.
It has few more features, making it more challenging.
Has got many puzzles and I think it´s worth the money.
If you like puzzles, games that challenges you and zombies, then this is your game!
. I realize this is just a PC port of the game for mobile devices, but I've never played it before so here are my thoughts:
TL:DR: Surprisingly fun, no micro transactions, narrated voice acting, decent port.

First Impression Gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=jCFCXxEh_zM

Based off the developer description, I expected this to be a broken mess with terrible translations and questionable gameplay. I
was a bit surprised when the opening cinematic was not only proper English, but voice acted with proper English as well.

Gameplay is fairly simple: select which turrets go on your ship (reminds me of gratuitous space battles), and pilot your ship
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around as your turrets auto-fire on enemies. As enemies die, they drop crystals which can be spent on match specific upgrades.
The end of each battle features a boss to be defeated within a certain time limit. There are 6 weapons to choose from, with two
separate types (physical and optic). At the end of each match, you are awarded with crystals to be spend on ship\/turret\/skill
upgrades.

A story does exist in this game (something about crystals and super powers), but it feels a bit forced and unnecessary. The main
character is an attractive anime chick, so I guess that is a plus.

Anyways; the game is fun, the port works well, and the game kept me engaged.
Feels a bit steep at ~$5, but I've paid more for less. I'd recommend.

Oh. And as a bonus, I did not see any microtransation or pay to win shenanigans going on.
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Not just another bow and arrow game! Its stupidly addictive and well made, the pace and variety is perfect. Working through
the city is well worth the effort to make it to the forrest and instead of feeling like a chore like a lot of other similar games, you
cant put the controllers down because you have to have one more go. The voice overs are brilliant, feels like an 80s film that can
make fun of itself. Im sure there will be more levels to come, the devs seem to be pretty active and want feedback.

Put the air conditioning on, you will definitely sweat.. (1st Review) It's a Digital Artbook, nuff said. there is a bug but i still like
it. Really fun with friends. It sucks that not many people own the game though, it's really underrated.. tried it... once
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